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NIPT and moral dilemmas

• A step forwards: more reliable, more opportunities, less side-effects (Gil et al, Ultrasound 
Obstet Gynecol, 2015 and Taneja et la, Prenatal Diagnosis, 2015)

• Yet: 
1. Do want to make use of  everything we are technically capable of?
2. The more widespread tests are, the more those who do not want to make use of  it need to

argue why
3. Social norms and free choice: why do we choose what we choose
4. Perception of  disability in general
5. How about informed choices?
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Existential radius

• Existential radius expands

• Moral dilemmas increase

• NIPT is just one of  these cases
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Modernity: reflective distance

• Reflection upon suffering

• Era of  ‘reflective distance’ on human existence: how can we improve our 
condition humaine? (not life as it is but as it should be)

• Odo Marquard: ‘law of  increasing annoyance’: the more we control pain 
and suffering, the less we are tolerant towards what is left

• If  there’s hunger everywhere, you accept it. Once you’re served a proper 
meal, you do no longer accept it



Suffering in modern existence

• The more control upon our lives: 
• The more pressure on the source of  suffering

• The greater the need to justify suffering (why would we suffer?)

• In a secular world: no longer legitimatisation for suffering

• Suffering becomes empty

• But: what is suffering? Can we also suffer from imperfection? 



Impact on idea of  health/normality

• The more control the better

• But: false idea we can control everything and we can get rid of  all kinds of  
suffering

• Imperfection becomes intolerable?

• Fate and coïncidence become scandalous



Skirton H, Patch C., Factors affecting the clinical use of  non-invasive 
prenatal testing: a mixed methods systematic review (Prenat Diagn. 2013 

Jun;33(6):532-41)

• Systematic review over ELSI of  NIPT

• Major ethical concerns: 
• Diminish value of  foetal life and disabled people

• How to maintain fully informed decision-making? 

• Given the easy procedure, less time for reflection and consideration?

• Need for public debate and appriopriate regulation of  the use of  NIPT



Belgium 

• Minor public debate

• Concerns are thrown of  the tabel as ‘conservative’

• Informed choice?

• Time for reflection? 

• Pressure stemming from societal norms: parents who do not abort are called
‘irresponsible’ or ‘unethical’

• Intermingling in debate of  taking care and costs (disabled people cost us more so
why not asking the parents to contribute, given their unethical decision?



Conclusion of  review

‘Introduction for population screening may not be warranted
without further research, public consultation and discussion at 
policy level to address concerns about the ethical and social
implications.’



Questions? 

PhilMedEthics (Philosophy of  Medicine and Ethics): 

Twitter: @PhilMedEthics

Email: philmedethics@ugent.be or Ignaas.Devisch@Ugent.be
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